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Abstract—With the advance of digital video recording and
playback systems, the request for efficiently managing recorded
TV video programs is evident so that users can readily locate
and browse their favorite programs. In this paper, we propose a
multimodal scheme to segment and represent TV video streams.
The scheme aims to recover the temporal and structural char-
acteristics of TV programs with visual, auditory, and textual
information. In terms of visual cues, we develop a novel concept
named program-oriented informative images (POIM) to identify
the candidate points correlated with the boundaries of individual
programs. For audio cues, a multiscale Kullback–Leibler (K–L)
distance is proposed to locate audio scene changes (ASC), and
accordingly ASC is aligned with video scene changes to represent
candidate boundaries of programs. In addition, latent semantic
analysis (LSA) is adopted to calculate the textual content similarity
(TCS) between shots to model the inter-program similarity and
intra-program dissimilarity in terms of speech content. Finally,
we fuse the multimodal features of POIM, ASC, and TCS to detect
the boundaries of programs including individual commercials
(spots). Towards effective program guide and attracting content
browsing, we propose a multimodal representation of individual
programs by using POIM images, key frames, and textual key-
words in a summarization manner. Extensive experiments are
carried out over an open benchmarking dataset TRECVID 2005
corpus and promising results have been achieved. Compared with
the electronic program guide (EPG), our solution provides a more
generic approach to determine the exact boundaries of diverse TV
programs even including dramatic spots.

Index Terms—Broadcast video, latent semantic analysis, multi-
modal fusion, TV program segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

TV is “central to the entertainment, information, leisure,
and social life of millions of homes all over the world”

[1]. With ever-increasing TV channels, we are exposed to over-
whelming amounts of TV programs. However, it is almost al-
ways impossible to catch all of our favorite shows directly from
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TV broadcasting due to time conflict. Although personal video
recorders (PVR) like Tivo [2] have extended the capability of
TV viewers, it is really time consuming to search a special pro-
gram from a large-scale raw video archive. Information over-
load often makes people “lost in TV program space” [3]. Con-
sequently, to efficiently manipulate and manage TV programs
is significant. Most relevant work [4]–[9] has focused on video
scene detection and classification from the perspective of video
retrieval. Undoubtedly, the diversity of video scenes could limit
the scene-based approaches to TV program management. As the
definition of scenes is ambiguous by nature, it is extremely dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to provide a generic solution covering
most user interests by predetermining considerable categories
of scenes. In this paper, we present a novel program-oriented
solution to manipulate and manage TV video streams. Different
from the scene-based approaches [10], our solution makes use
of program-level broadcast video production knowledge, which
is characterized by explicit structural information and more rich
program-oriented semantics that enable users to conveniently
search their favorite programs in practice. Towards the program-
level manipulation and management of TV streams, we have to
address two subproblems: 1) how to accurately segment indi-
vidual programs and 2) how to properly represent programs for
user browse and search.

A. Challenges to Structuring TV Streams

Scene detection and classification is a traditional approach to
the manipulation and management of video data. In TV streams,
the broadcasting programs involving different genres or even the
programs of the same genre always exhibit fairly diverse scenes.
Scene is in essence a subjective concept. Such diverse TV pro-
grams render it difficult to make a clear and meaningful defi-
nition for scenes in general. In practice, a computational scene
is resolved by evaluating the spatiotemporal similarity in terms
of the low-level audiovisual features amongst video shots. From
the computation point of view, different user semantics are ide-
ally associated with distinct clustering results of shots or scenes
in video content analysis. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult
to accurately locate the definite boundaries between TV pro-
grams through a shot or scene based clustering approach. As a
program comprises a number of scenes and stories, the problem
of program segmentation is different from that of scene or story
segmentation. To model the behaviors of shot-level coherence
is less effective for delineating the boundaries of programs.

In addition, automatic genre classification is a sort of useful
approaches to managing programs. Genre classification often
requires a priori knowledge (e.g., program boundaries) and se-
mantics modeling. Such approaches are limited in managing
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open and extensive TV streams so that the applicability is chal-
lenged. It is well known that even for those programs of the same
genre, video content production and program composition arts
may vary in different TV channels.

Hence, most existing video structuring approaches cannot
elegantly address the problem of program segmentation from
TV streams. Fairly various programs, dramatic content changes
in lighting, chromatic composition and creative stories have
made existing shot-level [11], [12], or scene-level [4]–[9] struc-
turing or genre categorization [13]–[20] methods less effective
for program segmentation and subsequent manipulation and
management.

B. Our Solution to the Segmentation and Representation of
TV Programs

We propose a novel multimodal scheme to recover the tem-
poral structure of TV streams and provide a vivid representation
for program guide and browse. Different from scene or story
segmentation, program segmentation is basically oriented to-
wards definite semantics, namely, the objective boundaries of
programs. Multimodal features such as program oriented infor-
mative images (POIM) [21], audio scene change (ASC), and
textual content similarity (TCS) are developed to represent the
structure characteristics relevant to inter- or intra-TV programs.

A novel visual concept POIM is introduced to capture the ap-
parent visual information relevant to program composition in TV
streams. Although diverse programs are presented in TV chan-
nels, almost all kinds of programs have a common structural fea-
ture, namely, opening credits, program content, closing credits
. Opening credits are “shown at the beginning of a show and to

list the most important members of the production [22].” The vi-
sual representation usually involves the texts superimposed on a
blank screen or a still picture, or on top of actions in a show, or
sometimes around an animation. Closing credits “come at the end
of a show and list all the cast and crew involved in the production
[23].” They are usually shown in small characters. These images
in the shots of opening credits and closing credits may provide
significant information to recover the macro temporal structure
of TV streams. For example, the program “DECISION 2004”
begins with the shot (opening credit) containing the superim-
posed text “DECISION 2004” and ends with the shot (closing
credit) containing the caption “GEICO” that indicates the pro-
duction and sponsor information, as shown in Fig. 2.

Since POIM images almost always appear at the beginning or
the end of a TV program, they become one of important indica-
tors to segment programs in our solution. In addition, ASC and
TCS are meaningful to determine the boundaries. As the tran-
sitions between TV programs must occur at shot changes (e.g.,
cut, or fade in/out). Consequently, the problem of program seg-
mentation is transformed to a binary classification problem of
identifying true or false transitions at the candidate points based
on the features of POIM, ASC, and TCS. Accurate shot seg-
mentation (especially high recall rate) is significant to identity
candidate the points of program transitions.

Clearly the proper modeling of POIM, ASC, and TCS is
necessary. We employ support vector machines (SVM) [24]
to train the classifier of POIM images. A so-called multiscale
Kullback–Leibler (K–L) distance measure [25] is proposed

to capture the temporal behaviors of low level audio features
followed by an audiovisual alignment process at candidate
points. ASC are thus detected by measuring the K–L distances
at candidate points. Moreover, latent semantic analysis (LSA)
[26] is employed to analyze textual content from automatic
speech recognition (ASR) transcripts or machine translated
(MT) transcripts, and a cosine similarity measure is utilized
to measure the TCS between relevant shots. In order to fuse
multimodal features, a linear fusion model is adopted in which
different weights are set for individual feature to indicate their
importance, respectively.

On the basis of program segmentation, we propose a sort
of program representation containing visual and textual sum-
maries. A set of key frames are selected from relevant shots
while representative keywords are generated by ranking text
words. The combination of visual and textual information con-
tributes to a more comprehensive representation of TV pro-
grams. In particular, we extract POIM images as a special kind
of key frames to visually provide clear semantics about program
details, which enable users to discriminate different types of TV
programs. In addition, the representative keywords are useful
complements of visual information since users may utilize key-
words to search their favorite programs. We argue that such a
multimodal representation scheme may become one of useful
techniques to manipulate and manage TV streams.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II re-
views relevant work. Section III describes the overall framework
of program segmentation. Section IV presents the extraction
of multimodal features. Program segmentation involving mul-
timodal fusion is discussed in Section V. Section VI introduces
the multimodal TV program representation scheme. Experiment
results are given in Section VII. Finally, we conclude this paper
in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review relevant work on the segmentation
of program, story, and scene from video streams. Multimodal
fusion approaches are also briefly discussed.

A. TV Program Segmentation and Categorization

There has been lots of work on the segmentation [10], [14],
[27] and categorization [13], [15]–[20], [27] of individual pro-
grams and commercials in TV streams. Hauptmann et al. [14]
exploited multimodal features to segment news stories and com-
mercial breaks. Duan et al. [27] attempted to segment individual
commercials through developing mid-level multimodal features
followed by SVM-based binary classification. Huang et al. [10]
utilized Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to segment programs,
but it failed to distinguish the boundaries of individual commer-
cials. In addition to program segmentation, many researchers
have studied the problem of program categorization (or genre
classification) over a limited set of predefined program cate-
gories such as news, weather, sitcoms, sports, commercial and
so on. Multimodal features were widely exploited. Fischer et
al. [13] categorized programs into news, commercial, cartoon,
tennis, and car racing. Huang et al. [14] presented a hierarchical
method to classify programs into news, basketball, weather, and
commercial by detecting the auditory, visual and motion breaks.
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Fig. 1. Overall framework of multimodal program segmentation and representation.

Fig. 2. Examples of POIM images from different TV programs. (From top to bottom: news, commercial, sitcom, and others).

Truong [18] et al. combined editing effects, color and motion
to classify news, commercial, music video, cartoon, and sports.
Gang [19] applied the tracking of face and superimposed text
to classify programs into four categories, i.e., news, commer-
cial, sitcom, and soap. Kim [20] tried to distinguish cartoon,
commercial, music video, news, sports, and talk show directly
from MPEG compressed bit-streams with visual information
only. Overall, these program segmentation & categorization ap-
proaches focused on the low-level features, in which the use of
program production knowledge was de-emphasized. Moreover,
the more or less complexity and some unavoidable ad-hoc na-
ture have limited their application in extensive TV streams.

B. Story Segmentation

Generally speaking, story is a basic unit for browsing and
summarizing video content of TV programs. Story segmenta-
tion is fundamental to video analysis, indexing, and retrieval.

The problem of story segmentation has been widely investi-
gated in various kinds of documents, especially in news videos
[28]. The problem of story segmentation originates from de-
tecting stories in text documents. In text analysis, a sort of co-
herence in lexical contents and/or discourse structures in text
chunks is detected to identify story boundaries [11]. Text tiling
is a basic method wherein a story boundary is declared at the
locations having a coherence measure below a threshold [12].
Some variants of this method attempt to examine the coherence
in nouns or other semantic entities in texts [29]. Other tech-
niques resort to machine learning approaches like discourse-
based approaches [30]. However, the purely text-based methods
are constrained as the text distribution statistics alone is often
insufficient to detect accurate boundaries in multimedia doc-
uments. To improve the accuracy of story detection in multi-
media documents (e.g., news video, movies), some researchers
have integrated multimodal features, domain-specific produc-
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tion rules, and other domain knowledge. For example, [31] uti-
lized a maximum entropy method to fuse 195 features from mul-
tiple modalities (audio, visual, and text) to discover stories over
news videos, and had achieved a promising accuracy of some
70%. It is worth noting that text is significant even in video
story segmentation. A TV program involves a number of stories
that are featured by much more relevant texts between stories.
Therefore, in addition to audiovisual features, the proper use of
textual information can model the dependency or independency
between stories for better segmentation of TV programs.

C. Scene Segmentation

Scene segmentation is to group successive shots into mean-
ingful clusters along the temporal dimension, so that all the shots
in a scene are relevant to a common topic, which could be on a
particular physical setting, an ongoing event, or a theme. Var-
ious clustering methods and visual features were proposed to
detect scenes. Hanjalic et al. [32] tried to detect the bound-
aries of logical story units in movies by calculating the inter-
shot visual similarity based on key frames. Similar shots are
linked, and the story segmentation is completed by connecting
the overlapping links. Ngo et al. [5] integrated both tensor and
color histograms to carry out a two-level hierarchical clustering
of shots based on temporal slices. Likewise, Okamoto et al.
[6] used spatio-temporal image slices of fixed length for clus-
tering. Moreover, some advanced statistical models have been
proposed to detect scenes. Zhang et al. [7] tried to represent
videos with K-partite graphs, and applied the spectral clustering
to segment stories. Yeung et al. [4] proposed a scene transi-
tion graph to incorporate temporal constraints for determining
story units. Rasheed and Shah [8] constructed an undirected
graph according to the shot similarity based on color and mo-
tion cues, and used normalized cuts to cluster shots into scenes.
Zhai and Shah [9] presented a framework based on Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to detect scenes over home videos
and feature films. Sundaram et al. [33] proposed to use multi-
modal features to segment scenes in movies. They first detected
audio scenes and video scenes separately. Subsequently, the
correspondences of audio and video scenes are established by
using a time-constrained nearest-neighbor algorithm. Recently,
research efforts attempted to exploit production knowledge to
segment scenes or structure programs. Adams et al. [34] pro-
posed a so-called “tempo” to segment movies. Tempo is com-
puted at the shot level based on the shot length and motion con-
tent. Duan et al. [27] incorporated the production rules to seg-
ment commercial breaks, in which mid-level features such as vi-
sual frame marked with product information (FMPI) and audio
scene change (ASC) were developed to segment individual com-
mercials from the perspective of video production. In essence,
our proposed solution is an extension of [27] from the commer-
cial domain to the generic TV broadcast domain.

Compared with the segmentation of scenes or stories, pro-
gram segmentation is a more well-defined task. Scenes and sto-
ries are relevant to the interpretation of semantics so that their
delineation varies with context knowledge and user experience.
On the contrary, the boundaries of TV programs are definite. As
a result, many existing methods for scene segmentation do not
excel at segmenting programs from TV streams.

D. Multimodal Fusion

In essence, video representation must be multimodal that may
involve visual, auditory, and textual channels. It is, of course,
beneficial to fuse multimodal features for semantics modeling
in multimedia data. Basically, existing fusion strategies can be
categorized into two classes: early fusion and later fusion [35].
Early fusion is meant to concatenate wealth of low level features
to model a semantic concept through machine learning. For ex-
ample, an early fusion model was proposed in [36] to fuse the
evidences from multiple modalities. Later fusion often involves
global fusion schemes and (non)linear fusion schemes. Global
fusion models are comparatively flexible yet at the price of more
complexity and heavier computational cost on estimating con-
siderable parameters. In general, the parameter estimation of
global fusion models is much more difficult than linear fusion
models. In [37], a super-kernel early fusion scheme, relying on
principle component analysis (PCA) and independent compo-
nent analysis (ICA), was proposed to fuse modalities in a non-
linear manner. In terms of later fusion, linear fusion models [38]
have been widely applied to combine different uni-model classi-
fiers (more popular in TRECVID [39]), in which those combina-
tion weights may be learnt from logistic regression. Compared
with early fusion, later fusion schemes often yield better results
in high-level concept learning [35], whereas more learning com-
putation are incurred. In our work, we will evaluate the effects of
both early fusion and later fusion on the program segmentation.

III. OVERALL FRAMEWORK

Program segmentation aims to detect the transitions between
TV programs, including the boundaries between spots in com-
mercial breaks. Our proposed framework is designed to address
various kinds of TV programs, such as news, weather, com-
mercial, sitcoms, sports, and so on. The basic idea is to model
common structure characteristics inherent to broadcast program
production, i.e., POIM images, program content, POIM im-
ages . An illustrative example is given in Fig. 1. Let us take
a look at the key frames of a video segment from the CCTV4
channel shown in Fig. 1. Both news and sitcom programs start
with POIM images that visually highlight the titles of TV pro-
grams. The POIM images at the ends of a spot clearly high-
light what is offered by providing explicit information of adver-
tised products. In addition to such visual patterns, the transitions
from news to commercials incur prominent audio scene changes
from speech to music, and textual content changes from speech
in news to voiceover/music in commercials. Hence, we exploit
multimodal features to determine the boundaries of programs.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, our solution combines POIM images,
audio scene changes, and textual content changes to identify
the boundaries of TV programs. It is assumed that the transi-
tions between programs always occur at the video shot tran-
sitions (i.e., cuts, fade-in/-out, dissolves, etc.). In practice, we
estimate the global motion to detect shot boundaries [40], and
extract the average intensity of motion vectors from B- and P-
frames in MPEG videos to measure motion so as to select key
frames at the local minima of motion within a shot, for the
POIM images always appear in still images to visually alert
TV viewers, and accordingly we can remove those keyframes
with strong animation or digital effects rich in local motions.
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From each shot, we extract audiovisual features and textural fea-
tures according to ASR transcripts or MT transcripts (For CNN,
NBC, and MSNBC channels, we use ASR scripts directly. For
NTDTV and CCTV4 channels, we use the MT scripts.) An
SVM classifier is trained to identify POIM images from wealth
of keyframes. A multiscale K–L measure is used to align audio
and visual scene changes, and K–L distance is subsequently em-
ployed to measure the audio similarities. In terms of textual con-
tent, we employ LSA to recover the potential topics of texts, and
the cosine distance is used to measure the text-based similarity
between adjacent shots. Finally, the fusion of multimodal fea-
tures is carried out to determine the true boundaries of TV pro-
grams from many candidate points.

To facilitate program-oriented browse and search, we propose
a novel representation of TV programs based on meaningful
key frames and representative words. In addition to meaningful
POIM images, representative images are selected by applying
the graph based spectral clustering with temporal constraints to
key frames. To make proper use of textual information, we em-
ploy the Okapi BM25 relevance scoring formula [41] to rank the
words from ASR transcripts or MT transcripts. The top 50 words
are empirically selected as the most representative words to de-
scribe program content. The combination of visual and textual
representations reveals the program content in a cross-modal
manner, which enables users to readily search and browse their
favorite programs from large-scale TV broadcast archives.

IV. MULTIMODAL FEATURES

A. Program Oriented Informative Images

As introduced above, POIM images are a sort of significant
indicator to structure TV programs. They may appear at the
shots of opening credits and (or) closing credits as shown in
Fig. 2. In general, a POIM image consists of texts, graphics, and
storytelling embedded images. Texts may include the program
titles and the sponsor names. Graphics or images provide an ab-
stract or symbolic representation of regular program contents
or advertised products/services. In a sense, POIM images in
opening credits can effect the viewers’ intention to watch or ig-
nore a program. In commercial videos POIM images may com-
municate clear visual messages on advertised products/services.

Based on the program genre, POIM images can be classified
into four regular categories: news POIM, commercial POIM,
sitcom POIM, and others. Examples are given in Fig. 2. A News
POIM usually displays the title of a news program, such as “DE-
CISION 2004” and “ELECTION NIGHT 2004.” A commercial
POIM contains the brand name, trademark, address, telephone
number, and cost, etc. For example, “GEICO” is a brand name
and “XEROX” is a sponsor company name. The product image
might be placed with computer graphics techniques. A sitcom
POIM shows the title of sitcoms and the producer information.
Other POIM produces the title of weather report (e.g., “EARTH-
WATCH”) or TV station logos (e.g., “MSNBC” and “LBC”), etc.

The presence or absence of POIM images is relevant to pro-
gram structure. For regular programs, POIM images often appear
in the beginning and ending shots of each individual program
video section. In commercial videos, POIM images are often pre-
sented in the last one or two shots, or occasionally appear in the

beginning shot. For the convenience of description, we define the
shotcontainingat leastonePOIMimageasaPOIM shot.APOIM
shot is utilized to alert us at the beginning of a new section of pro-
grams such as news, comedy, drama, and tragedy. Accordingly,
our attentions or memories are associated with a continuous
episode until an ending POIM shot followed by commercial
breaks sometimes. Therefore, the POIM shots are considered
a sort of indicator of true program boundaries amongst large
amounts of candidates comprising of shot transitions.

1) Visual Feature Extraction: Though the visual appearances
of POIM images differ in different programs, POIM images
exhibit some common patterns such as clear background, rich
text-induced texture, and somehow uniform layout of visual
components. Hence, we propose to train the recognizer of
POIM images based on low-level visual features. An SVM
based binary classifier is thus employed to distinguish POIM
images from non-POIM images.

As the regular layout is a sort of significant visual feature in
POIM images, we propose to extract local features by image par-
titions in addition to global features, as shown in Fig. 3.For global
features we take into account color and edge cues. The CIE LUV
color space is employed because of its perceptual uniformity.
Each color channel is uniformly quantized into 100 bins. Three
maximumbin valuesare selected as dominant color features from
L, U, and V channels, respectively. This results in a 9-dimen-
sional global color feature vector. Edge direction histogram is
employed to capture the statistics of edge features. Canny edge
detector [42] is employed with the parameters of sigma

and Gaussian mask . Edges are broadly grouped into h
categories according to edge orientation with an angle quantizer
as

(1)

We empirically set so that a 4-dimensional edge direction
feature vector is yielded. The resulting global feature vector is
a 13 dimensional one including color and edge features.

For local features, we divide an image into 16 subimages
of the equal size followed by feature extraction involving
color, edge, and texture to represent each subimage. Within
a subimage, the maximum bin value of the color histogram
in each color channel is selected as the local dominant color
feature. It is worthy noting that the bin values, irrespective of
concrete color values, represent the spatial coherency of color.
The edge density feature for each subimage is calculated as

if
otherwise

(2)

where indicates different subimages. is the
number of canny edge pixels for subimage . is the total
number of pixels in subimage . The local edge density features
are 16 dimensional. As Gabor filters [43] exhibit optimal loca-
tion properties in the spatial domain as well as in the frequency
domain, we utilize them to capture the local texture features.
In the experiments, we select four Gabor filters with four dif-
ferent orientations at one scale to represent the spatial homoge-
neousness for each local region. We take the averaged responses
of Gabor filters as the local texture feature, and thus we get a

dimensional local texture features.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the low-level visual feature extraction for POIM image recognition.

Fig. 4. Procedure for detecting audio scene changes.

2) POIM Image Recognizer: Finally, we obtain in total
141-dimensional low level visual features involving 128-di-
mensional local features and 13-dimensional global features.
C-SVM [24] is subsequently employed to train the POIM clas-
sifier based on the low-level visual features. We have compared
the classification performance by using different kernels such
as linear, polynomial, radial basis function (RBF), and sigmoid.
Using the RBF kernel yields the best results in our experiments.
To fuse POIM features with other features for subsequent
boundary identification, we make use of the probability output
of the POIM classifier. In practice, the POIM recognizer is
applied to the key frames of each shot due to two advantages: 1)
reducing computational cost and 2) avoiding distracting frames
from animation effects.

B. Audio Scene Change

The most common TV program is a combination of back-
ground music, sound effects, environmental noise, voice-over
narration, and storytelling video. Different TV programs often
differ in audio characteristics (foreground and/or background).
Hence, an appropriate audio scene change model helps to detect
program boundaries. “Audio scene” is referred to as a segmented
unit by classifying the audio track of a video into pure speech,
pure music, speech with music background, silence, etc. [44].
Accordingly, “audio scene change” is associated with the transi-
tions amongst major sound categories or different kinds of sound
in the same category (e.g., speaker changes in news videos).

Fig. 4 illustrates the framework to detect and represent audio
scene changes. We are interested in determining the occurrences
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Fig. 5. Illustration of K–L distances between a series of successive audio analysis windows. (a) Spectrogram of an audio clip with the occurrence of true audio
scene change. (b) Shifting of the audio scene change point from point “B” to point “A” based on a set of uniform difference peaks.

Fig. 6. Illustration of audio analysis windows for computing multiscale K–L distances.

of audio scene changes at candidate program transitions. The
size of temporally sliding window is critical for proper ASC de-
tection. Small window size results in unreliable Gaussian-based
p.d.f. estimation due to deficient data, while large windows size
might lead to more missed detection. Our solution is to apply
a multiscale window scheme. Undoubtedly, it is difficult to ac-
curately model and identify each kind of audio scene changes
through model-based learning due to exhaustive samples re-
quired and subjectivity of labeling data. Hence, we resort to a
simple metric-based approach. A multiscale K–L based audio-
visual alignment is completed to seek the most probable points
of audio scene changes [40]. Optionally, HMM-based models
can be trained to characterize the presence or absence of audio
scene changes, regardless of the detailed type of audio scene
transitions.

1) Silence Removal: Silence segments are present in reg-
ular programs, especially at the program transitions. The length
of silence segments is variable. The similarity computing be-
tween neighboring audio segments has assumed that each seg-
ment is a homogeneous one. So the presence of silence segments
may generate more false alarms. In experiments, we consider
the silence segments lasting for at least 0.3 s and apply a back-
ground Harming energy threshold to remove silence segments
from original audio signals.

2) Audio Features: Our ASC detection approach considers
43-dimensional audio features comprising Mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCCs) and its first and second derivates
(36 features), mean and variance of short time energy log mea-
sure (STE) (2 features), mean and variance of short-time zero-
crossing rate (ZCR) (2 features), short-time fundamental fre-
quency (or Pitch) (1 feature), mean of the spectrum flux (SF) (1
feature), and harmonic degree (HD) (1 feature) [44]. Due to the
dynamic nature of complex sounds, we divide the audio signal
into many successive 20 ms analysis frames obtained by shifting
a 20 ms sliding window with an interval of 10 ms. Within each
20 ms analysis frame, we compute the features of STE, ZCR, SF,
and Harmonic peaks once every 50 samples at an input sampling
rate of 22 050 samples/s wherein the sliding window duration is
set to 100 samples. Means and variances of STE and ZCR are
calculated for seven results from seven overlapped frames while
mean of SF is calculated for six results from seven neighbor
frames. HD is the ratio of the number of frames that have har-
monic peaks to the total number of seven. Pitch and MFCCs are
computed directly from each 20 ms frame.

3) Audio Scene Change Characterization With Audiovisual
Alignment: The alignment seeks to locate the most probable
position of audio scene change within the neighborhood of a
transition. As shown in Fig. 6, a multiscale K–L distance metric
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[25] is used to evaluate the changes between successive analysis
windows. Fig. 5 shows the different locations of change peaks
in the cases of different window sizes. Since it is impossible to
get a priori of window size, we propose a multiscale strategy.
That is, we first use different window sizes to yield a set of
difference value sequences; each sequence is then scaled to [1]
through dividing values by the maximum of each sequence. The
most likely audio scene change is located by seeking the highest
accumulated difference values derived from these sequences. As
illustrated in Fig. 5, a set of uniform peaks associated with a true
audio scene change are finally located with about 240 ms delay.
The shift of adjusted change point is empirically confined to

.
After candidate ASC points are repositioned by a multiscale

audiovisual alignment process, two consecutive audio segments
of 2 s before or after the adjusted change point are selected. The
K–L distance between these two audio segments is computed to
make a final decision on ASC by simply thresholding.

C. Textual Content Similarity

The occurrences of both audio and visual changes cannot
guarantee the happening of program transitions, especially in
sitcoms or movies. A program comprises the complex stories
and each story consists of different scenes. However, those
seemly different scenes are often relevant in the context of
speech contents, namely, those ASR or MT transcripts. In par-
ticular, ASR transcripts have been successfully applied to news
video story segmentation [45]. Therefore, we attempt to exploit
textual information to address the deficiency of audiovisual
features.

We employ latent semantic analysis to model textual infor-
mation. LSA is a powerful technique in natural language pro-
cessing to extract semantics [26]. LSA uses a term-document
matrix to describe the term occurrences in documents, and it is
assumed that there is some underlying or latent structure (i.e.,
latent semantics) in word usage, which is partially obscured by
variability in word choice. The structure in word usage across
documents can be obtained by truncated singular value decom-
position (SVD) [46].

As different programs vary in the text topic, the inter-pro-
gram and intra-program similarities of text contents could be
different. Textual information is consequently exploited to com-
plement the visual and audio channels aiming to represent the
shot-level similarity within a program and the shot-level dissim-
ilarity between different programs.

We recover texts from ASR or MT transcripts for each shot.
As a TV program usually lasts for at least five shots, we set the
granularity (i.e., a meaningful text content unit) of five shots to
represent textual contents. To measure the textual content sim-
ilarity between adjacent shots, we extend a shot’s text content
units by expanding two shots forward and backward, respec-
tively. This expansion is to compensate deficient words of each
shot and to alleviate the negative effects from the misalignment
of audiovisual data. We regard each text content unit as an indi-
vidual document, and project it to a latent semantic space. Stop-
ping word removal and Porter stemming are performed before
producing a vector representation of words in these documents.

Fig. 7. Example of the normalized textual similarity matrix of a video
sequence.

The Okapi BM25 relevance scoring formula [47] is employed
to generate a text-vector as

(3)

where is the Term Frequency occurring in a shot document,
the constant factors and are set as 2.0 and 0.75, respectively.

is the total number of shot documents, and is the number of
shot documents containing at least one occurrence of , is the
length of a shot document and is the average length of shot
documents. The document-by-terms matrix for a whole
video is constructed by shots words. The SVD projection is
consequently computed by decomposing the matrix into
the product of three matrices

(4)

where is the number of terms, is the number of shot docu-
ments, , and are orthonormal, i.e.,

. Only the first eigenvalues are used to form
the pseudo-document matrix

(5)

In our implementation, is applied to reconstruct the
original shot document matrix. Each column in the pseudo-doc-
ument matrix is the text vector of a shot document. Cosine dis-
tance is applied to measure the textual content similarity at the
shot-level. The shot-to-shot textual similarity is

(6)

Fig. 7 gives an example of similarity matrix from the shot
documents of 0.5 h video that comprises two newscasts, 11 com-
mercials, one weather report, and one sitcom. Usually, the be-
ginning shot documents of both news and sitcoms are more sim-
ilar to the shot documents of commercials because of deficient
words from ASR transcripts. It also implies that textual content
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similarity alone cannot accurately locate the boundaries of pro-
grams. We have noted that most boundaries of spots are missing
as few words can be recovered by ASR techniques. Thus, it is
significant to incorporate audiovisual features. As the textual
content similarity is effective for representing the content con-
tinuity of regular programs, it is useful to detect commercial
breaks in TV streams as indicated in Fig. 7. As a result, with
textual information, the shot-level similarity within a program
and the shot-level dissimilarity between different regular pro-
grams are enhanced.

V. FUSING MULTIMODAL FEATURES

TO SEGMENT TV PROGRAMS

Both early fusion and later fusion are evaluated towards TV
program segmentation. For early fusion, we concatenate the low
level visual, audio and textual features to form a complete fea-
ture vector, and train an SVM-based binary classifier to recog-
nize program boundaries. For the shots and , their visual
features are 141 dimensional respectively. In total a visual fea-
ture of 282 dimensions is thus formed. A similar feature con-
catenation manner applies to audio and textual features. Finally,
we obtain a feature vector of 568 dimensions. There have been
a variety of supervised learning approaches to learn the asso-
ciation between high-level semantics and low-level multimodal
features. In the context of TV program segmentation, a desirable
learning algorithm should be able to deal with a few examples,
and should be robust across different channels, and be adaptive
to unknown types of programs, and should tolerate erroneous
recovered data. In our work, SVM is proven to be a solid ap-
proach, in which the RBF kernel and linear kernel are used. In
addition, to obtain the optimal SVM parameters, we perform the
grid-based search within predetermined ranges.

For later fusion, both linear fusion and SVM-based fusion
are evaluated and comparison analysis is given. Linear fusion
models have been widely used to fuse multimodal information
because of its simplicity and good performance. Therefore, we
exploit a linear fusion model to integrate the visual, audio, and
textual information. As introduced above, the boundaries of TV
programs occur at those time-stamp points that produce high oc-
currence probability of POIM shots, audio scene changes, and
textual content changes. On the other hand, we can regard pro-
gram boundaries as those points that yield lower similarities be-
tween adjacent shots, so that we may compute the similarities
between adjacent shots based on POIM, audio scenes, and tex-
tual contents respectively, to measure the possibility of program
boundaries. Three resulting similarities are normalized to the
range of [1]. We finally use a weighted linear model to fuse them
as follows:

(7)

where , is the uni-modal feature vector, is the weight
of each uni-model. is the uni-model similarity between
the and shots. is the integrated similarity between
the and shots.

Audio similarity is measured by the ASC output, which is
the reciprocal of K–L distance between two neighboring 2-s

windows. Textual content similarity is calculated by the cosine
distance between the shot document vectors. For POIM-based
similarity, we convert the output of the SVM based POIM rec-
ognizer to a probability representation [24], and the similarity
between the and shot is defined as: ,
where and are the probabilities of relevant key frames
being POIM images. If any shot generates a high probability,
this point will be declared to be a boundary candidate.

For the linear fusion, weights , , 2, 3 are used to coor-
dinate the roles of visual, audio, and text features, and they have
close effect on the final performance. According to our exper-
iments, equal weights are unreasonable as POIM images have
a higher impact on the result than audio and text features. But
audio scene change and textual content similarity can help to
reduce those false alarms from erroneous POIM classification.
In the experiments, we have , , .
An optimal threshold 0.57 is empirically applied to decide the
true boundaries finally.

Also we have tried to employ an SVM-based approach to fuse
those similarities. We concatenate the similarity outputs of the
mid-level visual, audio, and textual feature extractors to form
a complete feature vector. For the and shots, the fea-
ture vector comprises the visual POIM features and ,
the audio scene similarity and the textual content sim-
ilarity . Likewise, the RBF and linear kernel is em-
ployed, and the optimal SVM parameters are determined by the
grid-based parameter search.

VI. MULTIMODAL REPRESENTATION OF TV PROGRAMS

Based on the program segmentation, we propose a mul-
timodal representation of TV programs by determining key
frames and representative words. The multimodal represen-
tation enables users to readily access and browse interesting
programs from large video corpus that aims to maintain desir-
able content coverage while reducing redundancy. The use of
POIM images has differentiated our visual representation from
the traditional story board for browsing programs. Besides
POIM images, some representative frames are further selected
from key frames by the spectral clustering [48]. Moreover, we
rank the term weights to select the representative text words
from ASR or MT transcripts.

The selection of representative images involves the features
of shot similarity and shot duration. Spectral clustering is used
to exploit the features and select representative images. The
shot similarity takes into account color and temporal similar-
ities between the sets of key frames. Color similarity is com-
puted by histogram matching. The so-called temporal similarity
assumes that two shots farther apart in the temporal dimension
are less likely to belong to the same cluster. A weighted graph

is constructed for the shots of a given program. L1
distance is applied to define the weights in the graph, as follows:

(8)
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Fig. 8. System configuration of a broadcast video processing prototype.

where denotes the number of keyframes in shot . and
are the th bins of histograms and , respectively,

where we construct a normalized color histogram with 36 bins in
HSV space. is the program duration. We empirically set

and . The image selection algorithm is described
as below:

Algorithm 1 Selecting representative images

1) Form the affinity matrix , ,
, , and .

2) Form the matrix by staking the largest
eigenvectors of .

3) Normalize each row of to unit length.

4) Cluster each row into clusters via dynamic K-mean.

5) Assign to each node the cluster number corresponding
to its row.

6) Rank keyframes by shot duration for each cluster.

7) Add the POIM images as representative images.

Currently, one key frame is selected from each cluster to the
set of representative images. We apply a simple ranking cri-
terion. Firstly, a longer shot should be given more importance
weights in video scenes. Secondly, representative words can be
determined by ranking the term weights in (3). We empirically
select the top 50 words.

As illustrated in Fig. 8, we have developed a prototype system
to process TV streams, which involves the segmentation, repre-
sentation and delivery of TV programs. The resulting represen-
tative frames are associated with the relevant video scenes in a
Hyper-link, which enables users to readily browse and navigate
programs, and efficiently seek the favorite scenes over various
devices such as mobile phones or personal computers. The pro-
totype is implemented by Windows Media SDK.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments were conducted over TRECVID 2005
video corpus, which is an open benchmarking dataset for
feature extraction and video search evaluation. The training
and testing dataset are collected from five TV channels: CNN,

Fig. 9. POIM image classification results by using different visual features and
different SVM kernel parameter pairs of (; c).

NBC, MSNBC, NTDTV, and CCTV4. Those programs have
covered various genres including news, commercial, movie,
sitcom, animation, MTV, weather report, and so on.

A. Results of Poim Image Classification

In order to evaluate the POIM image recognizer, we collect
6000 frames including 2000 POIM images and 4000 non-POIM
images. Some 1000 POIM images and 2000 non-POIM images
are randomly selected as the training set, and the rest as the
testing set. The ground truth of POIM images is manually es-
tablished. F1 measure is used to evaluate the performance

(9)

A RBF kernel, , is used for SVM
learning. There are four parameters, i.e., gamma , cost , class
weight , and tolerance . Class weight is to deal with the
problem of data unbalance so that the cost of class is set to

. We set and for POIM and non-POIM,
respectively. Tolerance e is set to 0.0001. Gamma is tuned be-
tween 0.1 and 10 and cost is tuned between 0.1 and 1. Fig. 9
shows the POIM classification performance from averaging the
results of ten trials. The curves of “Color” and “Texture” have
demonstrated the individual capabilities of color and texture fea-
tures in distinguishing POIM from non-POIM. Comparatively,
texture features play a more important role. The combination
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Fig. 10. Two DET curves of ASC detection with and without removing silence
segments.

of color, edge, and texture features results in a significant im-
provement of performance, and it has achieved an accuracy of

. Towards TV program segmentation, the recall
rate of our POIM recognizer is important as a higher recall can
recover more candidates to be further verified by fusing mul-
timodal features. As shown in Fig. 9, our POIM classifier has
achieved a promising recall up to 95% with a pair of optimal
parameters .

B. Results of Detecting Audio Scene Change

To evaluate the performance of audio scene change detec-
tion, we employ the detection error tradeoff (DET) curve based
on false alarm rate (FAR) and missed detection rate (MDR), as
follows:

(10)

and

(11)

We first investigate the effects of silence segment removal
on ASC detection. The results are listed in Fig. 10. The min-
imal length of valid silence segments is chosen to be 0.3 s in
detecting silence. With the increasing threshold for deciding si-
lence, MDR increases while FAR decreases. Given a fixed MDR

, FAR is improved by 10% when the removal of
silence segments is applied and considerable false alarms are
reduced. Fig. 11 shows the effects of the audiovisual alignment
process on ASC detection. Without the alignment, we extract
audio features from a 4 s window exactly centered at a shot
boundary followed by K–L distance computing between two
consecutive 2 s windows to detect ASC. With the alignment,
given a fixed MDR , FAR is improved by some
7%. Here, both silence removal and audiovisual alignment sig-
nificantly contribute to a robust ASC detection as lots of false
alarms are rejected.

Fig. 11. Two DET curves of ASC detection with and without the process of
audiovisual alignment.

C. Results of TV Program Segmentation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of program seg-
mentation. A program is often interrupted by commercial breaks
in our empirical dataset. The ground truth of program bound-
aries is manually established. Both precision and recall are ap-
plied to evaluate the performance. The recall rate indicates the
capability of recovering true program boundaries, while the pre-
cision rate indicates the capability of eliminating false detec-
tions. For the convenience of feature extraction, we concatenate
the piecewise video segments collected from the same channel
to form a long video sequence. Finally we generate a video seg-
ment about 15 h for each channel (i.e., CNN, NBC, MSNBC,
NTDTV, and CCTV4).

First, let us evaluate the impact of multimodal features on the
performance. Table I lists the results via linear fusion through
tuning parameters over the whole data set of each channel. Note
that cross-validation is applied in Table II to compare different
fusion strategies. From Table I, we can observe that the textual
content similarity alone is unable to accurately locate program
boundaries, and most errors derive from the presence of spots.
However, textual similarity is a useful utility when both audio
and visual features failed to identify true boundaries. POIM is
a very useful visual feature, which is shown by the promising
performance of that greatly outperforms the result
of with textual features only.

Table II lists the results of three-fold cross-validation for each
fusion strategy. The average performance of three trials is cal-
culated. Different feature combinations have been tried out such
as “POIM” “ASC” and “POIM” “ASC” “TCS.” Overall,
both precision and recall have been improved by combining fea-
tures. SVM has been employed in both early fusion and later
fusion. In early fusion, the RBF kernel obtains better perfor-
mance than linear kernel with 568 dimensional low level fea-
tures. Compared with early fusion, later fusion yields better re-
sults. For later fusion, the SVM-based fusion with a linear kernel
has achieved better results than a radial basis function (RBF)
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF TV PROGRAM SEGMENTATION IN THE CASES OF DIFFERENT MULTIMODAL FEATURE COMBINATIONS.

(TCS: TEXTUAL CONTENT SIMILARITY, ASC: AUDIO SCENE CHANGE, VP: VISUAL POIM, P: PRECISION, R: RECALL)

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF TV PROGRAM SEGMENTATION IN THE CASES

OF BOTH EARLY FUSION AND LATER FUSION SCHEMES

kernel. The simple weighting-based linear fusion scheme have
achieved a result of comparable to the SVM-based
fusion with a linear kernel, which shows that the simple linear
classifier with empirical parameter tuning is able to achieve the
promising results comparable to that by using advanced ma-
chine learning algorithms, thanks to the effective feature reduc-
tion by developing mid-level features.

Undoubtedly, a desirable approach to program segmentation
should be robust across different TV channels. As there are too
many TV channels and each channel have fairly diverse pro-
grams, the extensibility of our proposed algorithm is significant
for its usability and applicability. As listed in Table I, a com-
parable performance has been achieved over all the channels.
The reason is that TV programs share some common patterns in
terms of temporal and structural characteristics regardless of dif-
ferent TV channels. Although our experiments were conducted
over limited TV channels, we argue that the proposed algorithm
is robust across more different channels, because TV broadcast
video production almost always follows some basic production
rules irrespective of either TV channels or program content. To
provide some empirical results, we conduct the following exper-
iment. With the parameters and thresholds tuned for the above
mentioned five TV channels, we test the developed boundary
recognizer over unknown video data collected from several new
channels such as CCTV-1, Hunan, CCTV-3, and CQTV. Each
video sequence has a length of 2 h. As listed in Table III, the av-
erage performance is obtained by applying the orig-
inal experimental settings. Compared with the results over other
TV channels, the performance of CCTV-3 channel is worst.
The errors are mostly caused by the introduction clips of up-
coming programs or events, which yield considerable missed

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF TV PROGRAM SEGMENTATION OVER

FOUR INDIVIDUAL TESTING CHANNELS

detections. Such introduction clips are always longer than com-
mercial videos and behave more like a mini story whereas less
uniform format exhibits.

For comparison purposes, we list some results of program
segmentation with the hierarchical approach [15] in Table IV.
The hierarchical approach in [15] works at the scene level while
our method works at the program level. As discussed above, the
definition of scenes is somehow subjective while the definition
of programs is clear. From Table IV, we can see that our pro-
posed approach has achieved a precision of 0.89 and a recall of
0.93 on average, while for the hierarchical approach, only a pre-
cision of 0.81 and a recall of 0.71 result. Some false alarms come
from the program lead-in/-out logos that may be present for sev-
eral times during news programs, especially in the presence of
quite different stories before or after the program logo shots.
Other errors come from those missed program boundaries in-
cluding commercial boundaries. When a short commercial (say
10 s, only a few shots) is broadcasted successively for several
times, persistent POIM shots, similar audio and text make it hard
to segment each individual one with our approach. Nevertheless,
it is worthy noting that our proposed approach is able to distin-
guish individual spots in general, which was not systematically
addressed in previous approaches.

D. Some Examples of TV Program Representation

Fig. 12 gives some illustrative examples of TV program rep-
resentation. Fig. 12(a) is on the representation of a news pro-
gram. The first, the last, and the last second keyframes are POIM
images. The first and the last second keyframes have a superim-
posed title “ELECTION NIGHT 2004” and the last keyframe
is marked with the sponsor logo “USTA.” The keywords such
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF TV PROGRAM SEGMENTATION WITH TWO DIFFERENT APPROACHES. (C: CORRECT DETECTED BOUNDARIES OF TV PROGRAMS, M: MISSED

BOUNDARIES OF TV PROGRAMS, F: FALSE BOUNDARIES OF TV PROGRAMS, P: PRECISION, R: RECALL. WE ONLY LIST FIVE SEGMENTS FOR EACH CHANNEL)

as “VOTING,” “ELECTION,” and “CANDIDATE” provide in-
formative texts to complement the visual information of POIM
images. Consequently, combining visual and textual informa-
tion provides an integrated expression for the users to figure
out program content. Fig. 12(b) is about the representation of
a sitcom “OU RAN.” Out of the representative images, we may
oversee the main actors and some relevant scenes. The MT tran-
scripts are used to extract text words. The representative words
such as “LOVE,” “WORK,” and “BUSINESS,” can tell that it is
a sort of affectionate sitcom. Moreover, an example of commer-
cial videos is shown in Fig. 12(c). Such keywords as “PAIN,”
“DOCTORS,” “PILLS,” “OSTEOARTHRITIS,” etc., are rele-
vant to the purposes of advertised product “CELEBREX.” Two
POIM images visually present product information. In the cases
of few words recovered from the ASR/MT transcripts, we can
list all the keywords. Empirical study has shown that our pro-
posed multimodal representation is advantageous to the access,

browse, and search of favorite TV programs, although more user
study and subjective evaluation are required.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a multimodal approach to recover the pro-
gram oriented temporal patterns for structuring and representing
TV streams. To segment TV programs more accurately, we have
developed a set of useful mid-level features such as POIM, ASC,
and TCS from the perspective of program production. Various
fusion strategies have been investigated towards properly char-
acterizing the program transition via multiple modalities. Our
empirical study has shown that a linear fusion model is simple
but excels in integrating multimodal features to structure TV
streams. Compared with the traditional scene-based approaches,
our proposed solution has yielded better results in segmenting
individual programs. Through testing the well-tuned boundary
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Fig. 12. Examples of multimodal representation of TV programs. (a) News Program “ELECTION NIGHT 2004;” (b) Sitcom “OU RAN;” (c) Commercial “CELE-
BREX.” (a) News Program “ELECTION NIGHT 2004;” (b) Sitcom “OU RAN;” and (c) Commercial “CELEBREX.”

detector over unknown TV channels, we have shown the exten-
sibility of our solution. In particular, our proposed approach is
able to distinguish the boundaries of individual commercials,
which provides some basic structural information to digest TV
commercials [27]. With the proper segmentation of TV pro-
grams, we have come up with a sort of representation to describe
program contents by combining visual and textual information.
This representation is expected to facilitate the manipulation and
management of TV programs.
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